The Hybrid Work Era

3 WAYS TO HELP CSRS
DO THEIR BEST WORK
In call centers today, CSRs (customer
service reps) are balancing a hybrid
working model—sometimes working from
home, sometimes in the office—while
maintaining the lines of communication
with your company’s most vital asset: the
customer. How can you help CSRs succeed
in the hybrid work era?
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Give them the right tools
to build real connections
with customers
Only 21% of customers rate the digital experience of large
multinational organizations as excellent.1 When they rely
too heavily on digital channels, such as chat, corporations fall
short of creating meaningful customer experiences. It’s a fact:
Live phone interactions are what customers want. (And Poly
has an amazing lineup of flexible solutions to meet the needs
of everyone on your team.)

Set them up
to work seamlessly
from the cloud
70% of customer service and support employees want to
continue working from home after the pandemic ends.2
You’ll need both cloud and office call center platforms to
accommodate that. (Poly devices work with most platforms
and our cloud services help you easily monitor, manage,
and inventory all of your devices. We’re just sayin’.)

Empower them
to be productive,
wherever they are
78% of call centers plan to maintain or increase their number
of remote agents post-pandemic.3 Provide them with reliable,
comfortable equipment and you’ll make a massive difference
to morale and engagement. (We challenge you to find a
Poly headset a CSR doesn’t like.)

Keep your call center (and your CSRs) dialed in
Poly creates premium audio and video products so your CSRs can create great customer
experiences and do their best work—anywhere, anytime, every time. Our headsets, video
and audio-conferencing products, desk phones, analytics software, and services are
designed and engineered to connect everyone on a call with incredible clarity.

Ready to connect?
We’re here to help.
poly.com
Contact Sales
1.800.765.9266

View Poly Call Centers solutions
For more information on how to position your CSRs for success, download our eBook,
The Hybrid Work Era: Call Centers Take on a New Role.
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